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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we review the pro~erties of 
the HR diagrams of galactic and LMC su
pergiants, focussing the attention on a few 
points that cannot find an easy explanation 
In terms of current evolutionary models. We 
then discuss the implications of uncertainties 
in the physical phenomena which are at the 
base of stellar model calculations. These 
are . mass loss by stellar wind, treatment of 
the convective regions (overshoot versus semi
convection in the inner cores and overshoot 
in the outer convection), and opacity in the 
ionilation regions. Finally, we briefly report 
on recent model calculations with updated 
physics (in particular in the treatment of 
the external mixing and CNO opacity) and 
propose an evolutionary scheme potentially 
able to explain the overall proper ties of the 
HR ~agram of galactic as weIl as LMC 
superglant stars. 

INTRODUCTION 

The distributjon of luminous stars in the 
HR diagram tHRD) provides basic data for 
understanding the structure and evolution of 
massive stars. Theoretical modeling of these 
stars has been profoundly influenced by the 
existence of mass loss at rates that are sig
nificant for their evolution. The connection 
between 0, Of B through M, WR stars, 
and luminous biue variables (LBV) could be 
established af ter mass 1088 was incorporated 
in the evolutionary calculations (see Chiosi 
and Maeder 1986 for a comprehensive review 
of the subject). However, despite the great 
success ofmodels with mass loss, it turned out 
that convection, more precisely the extension 
of the convective cores· and the alternative 
between semiconvection and overshoot, likely 
play the dominant role. Further, the detailed 
comparison of theoretical modelS with obser
vational data indicates that many properties 
of massive stars are far fr,om being fuUy un
derstood. In th~ review, we will concentrate 
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on a few topics that appear to require further 
investigation. 

Fig.l The BRD lor lumino1U ,tGr, within 3 
Kpc of the Sun. The e17olutionory tracL lire 
from Mlleder IInd MeJnet (1987). Reproduced 
from Blllhll IInd BumphreJ' (1989). 

The ObservatioDs. The most recent HRDs 
for the populations of massive stars in the 
solar viciruty and Large Magellanic Cloud 
(LMC) have been published by Blaha and 
Humphreys (1989) and Fiztpatrick and Gar
many (1990), respectively. Figure 1 shows the 
HRD ofall known luminous (massive) stars in 
dusters and associations witlün 3 Kpc of the 
sun. together with the schematic position of 
WR stars from Schmutl et al (1989), whereas 
Fig.2 shows the HRD of super~ants stars of 
the LMC. Although these samples are based 
on different selection criteria (the spectral 
types for the galactic supergiants and the two 
colour ~hotometry for the LMC supergiants), 
and suffer of a certain degree of incomplete
ness difficult to assen, in particular among 
the earliest and latest spectral types, the 
above HRDs show common features that can 



be used to constrain theoretical modela. 
The Luminosit;r Boundary. In the HRD 
of ~alactic as weU as LMC stars, the most 
lununous blue stars are about a factor of 
six brighter than the most luminous red 
stars (a weil known result first pointed out 
by Humphreys and Davidson (1979). This 
defines a luminosity boundary m the HRD, 
whose implications are obvious. Since stars 
evolve fIom the main sequence towards cooler 
effective temperature (T~//) at roughly con
stant luminosity (Chiosi and Maeder 1986), 
the observed absence of stars to the right of 
the boundary may mean that either stellar 
evolution proceeds 80 fast that the probability 
of observing stars with M > 60M0 is very 
low, or that the most luminoUs blue stars nev
er become red supergiants but evolve directly 
into WR stars. H umphrel.s and Davidson 
(1979) and Chiosi et al P978) first drew 
the attention to the physical significance of 
this empirical boundary and the 1ack of cool, 
evolved massiv.e stars at the highest lumi
nosities. Humphreys and Davidson (1979) 
suggested that the boundary is due to an 
instability encountered by the most massive 
stars as they evolve away from the main 
sequence and somehow related to high mass 
loss. As a matter of facts, the highest mass 
loss rates are observed along the boundary 
(de Jager et al 1988). The boundary itself 
is marked by the presence of some very 
luminous unstable stars, known as the LBV. 
The phy:sical cause of the boundary is usually 
assumed to be set by the balance between the 
acceleration due to gravity and the Eddington 
gradient of radiation pressure. However, to 
explain the temperature dependence of the 
boundary for the hot stars, other effects must 
be included. The work of several investigators 
(Humphreys and Davidson 1984; Appenleller 
1986; Lamers 1986; Lamers and Fibpatrick 
1988; Davidson 1987; de Jager 1984; Boer 
et al 1988; Piters et al 1988; de Koter et al 
1988; Carpay et al 1989) has shown that the 
boundary (stability limit) is the consequence 
of radiation pressure (modified Eddington 
limit accounting for variations in the opacity ) 
for the hot stars, and turbulent pressure 
gradient in the atmospheres for the cool stars. 

The Blue Hertzsprung Gap. In this 
region, iust to the rea of the mam sequence, 
which should be unpopulated according to 
the theoretical modelS which otherwise fit the 
data reasonably weil, a large number of stars 
is found. The nature orthese stars is a matter 
of debate (see below). They could result ei
ther fIom inadequacies of the conversion from 
spectral type, colour, apparent magnitudes 
into Te//. and luminosities or from a true 
evolutionary cause. It goes without saying 
that the galactic sample is severely biased 
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Fig.! The HRD lor luminou, ,tar. in the LM
C. The evolutiona", traclu are from Maeder 
and Meynet (1988). The ledge u .hown by 
the .olid diagonallme. The dotted and dtUhed 
line. are the lumino,ity boundary from Gar
many et al (1987) and Humphrey. (1987). 
The .haded area ,how. the region of red 
.upergiantl. Reproduced from Fitzpatric7c and 
Garmany (1990). 

by the uncertainty in the distance, which 
however is less of a problem with the LMC 
stars. Further, uncertainties in the individual 
reddening and colour excess are certainly 
present. This is particularly important for 
the LMC stars, whose TeL!' and luminosities 
are almost entirely based on the two colour 
photometry, whereas it is less critical for the 
galactic stars for which spectral ty:pes are 
available. In this context, we would like to 
comment brieflyon the procedure followed by 
Fibpatrick and Garmany (1990) to assigne 
the intrinsic (B - Vlo colour and absolute 
visual magnitude M" to the stars of LMC 
sample. Fust of all the dependence on the 
chemical composition is ignored, second the 
same reddening law is assumed to hold for 
all stars, and third the uncertainty in the 



colour excess Ep_I' is assumed to amount 
to 0.15. This IS comparabie to the mean 
reddening across LMC. It follows from this 
that large uncertainties afrect the TeILand 
hence the positions of the stars in the HRD, 
in particular in the so-called Hertzsprung gap, 
wliose width in the B-V colour is comp!Lrable 
to the uncertainty in the colour itself. All 
this blurs the distribution of stars in the HRD 
and makes the comparison with theoretical 
models leas dear. The distribution of stellar 
densities across the HRD ofLMC supergiants 
has been derived by Tuchman and Wheeler 
(1990) using the data of Fitzpatrick and 
Garmany (1990). This norm wed number 
density of stars is shown in Fig.3 limited to 
stars in the magnitude range -8 < M" < -7. 
With the aid of equilibrium mode15 (Tucnman 
and Wheeler 1989), Tuchman and Wheeler 
(1990) examine the loci of stationary core He
burning in the HRD and condude that the 
distribution of stars cooler than LogTelI = 
4.3 i.e. beyond the blue gap, is consistent 
with the theoretical expectation from models 
without core overshoot, like those by Brunish 
and Truran (1982a,b), which are Itnown to 
ignite helium in the core at high TeIl and 
evolve at gradually incresing speed towards 
the red where only the lifetime tshort indeed) 
of the post He-burning phases is available 
to account for the red supergiants. For the 
stars in the Kap they advance the hypothesis 
that a large Iraction of them are secondaries 
that have accreted He-rich matter from the 
envelope of a red supergiant primary, and 
suggest that about 90% of the stars in the 
gap should be He-rich. They argue that the 
abundance determinations by Kudritzlti et al 
(1989) of a few stars in this region found 
to be He-rich (Y > 0.5) support this idea. 
One ma'y argue that inhomogeneities in the 
chemica! composition of galac:tic as weIl as 
LMC super~ants, b:y afrecting the location 
of red edge of the mam sequence band and of 
the blue edge of the core He-burning bandJ, 
could result into an apparent fillinK up 01 
the Herbsprung. gap. It can be easil)' seen 
with aid of published evolutionary models of 
different composition (Maeder 1990) that the 
gap, although much less extended in TeIl' 
cannot be entirely eliminated. 

Th~ Ledge of Blue Stars. The density of 
stars in the HRD of the LMC supergiants 
(Fitspatrick and Garmany 1990) shows a 
àistinct decrease redward of 3.9 ~ LogTelI ~ 
4.2 and the densit;y dropofr forms a diagonal 
line, otherwÏ5e called the "led~", going to 
lower luminosities at dec:reasing Tel I' Sinillar 
ledge is marginally disc:ernible in the HRD of 
galactic supergiants (Blaha and Humphreys 
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Fig.3 The ob,erved normtllized number den
,ity of ,lar, acroll the BRD according to 
Fitzpatriclc and Garmany (1990). Adapted 
fromTuchman and Wheeler (1990). 

1989) but somewhat ·washed out by the un
certamty in the distance and hence abso
lute magnitude of galac:tic stars. The most 
plausible explanation of the ledge is that 
stars of initiiil mass up to about 40 - 50M0 
either perform an extended blue loop in the 
HRD shortly before core He-exhaustlon, liIte 
in models witp semiconvection evoh ed at 
constant mass (Chiosi and Summa 1970) and 
in models with ,emiconvection anp mass loss 
by stellar wind \Langer et al 1990), or slowly 
move redwards in the HRD diagram (Brunish 
and Truran 1982a,b). These latter models 
are at the base of the explanation of the 
blue ledKe advanced by Tucliman and Wheel
er (199UJ, who favour models without core 
overshoot, whereas Fitspatrick and Garmany 
(1990) argue that the basic observational 
restric:tions seem to suggest that the true 
mode of evolution proóably resem bles , at 
least qualitatively, elther case A or case B 



scenarios proposed long ago by Chiosi and 
Summa (1970) . Current models with core 
overshoot and mass loss (Maeder and Meynet , 
1987, 1988, 1989' Maeder 1990) cannot be 
used. In fact, with the chemical composition 
holding for the LMC stars and the mass range 
in question, these models are found to ignite 
and spend the whole core He-burning 'phase 
as red supergiants. Therefore, not only the 
ledge but alSo the existence of stars in the 
middle of the HRD cannot be explained. 
The Population of Red Supergiants. 
The population of red supergiants is dlstinct
ly sep_arated from all remamil!8 stars in the 
two HRDs of Fig.l and 2. The maximum 
luminosity attained by the stars in this group 
is about Mb = -9.5. There are a few 
differences bet ween the population of galactic 
and LMC M ty~e super.siants that can be as
cribed to the different cliemic~ compositions. 
The ratio of red to blue supergiants in the 
luminosity range -9.5 < Mb ~ -6.5 is about 
1:10 (Humphreys and McElroy 1984). Since 
the generally accepted idea is that {he vast 
majority of red supergiants are genetically 
linlted to the massive blue stars, rather than 
AGB stars coming from lower ran~es of mass 
(Brunish et al 1986), the obvious unplication 
is that in the above luminosity range the 
evolutionary models must account not only 
for the exÏstence of a rich population of blue 
stars but &lso for the red supergiants. How 
this can be achieved by stellar models is not 
very clear. The most popular view is that red 
supergiants are in some early stages of core 
He-burning although the alternatlve of late 
stage of tlie same phase cannot be excluded. 
The Red Herbsprung Gap. It is weIl 
known that very few stars occupy the region 
between the M supergiants and the late G 
supergiants. The mterpretation of tbis gap 
does not give rise to particular difficulties 
as almost iill evolutionary modeis, no matter 
whether they evolve during the core He
burning phase according to the blue-red or 
the blue-red-blue scheme, are known to cross 
this region on a very short time scale. 
The Lack of Main Sequence Stars. The 
inspection ofFig.l (see also Vanbeveren 1987) 
reve&ls a lack of massive stars (M ~ 40M(!) 
close to the theoretical lero age mam se
quence. Such an effect has &lso been noticed 
by Garmany et al (1982) using a different 
sample of stars. The comparison with theo
retic8.1 isochrones indicates that the youngest 
known H-burning O-type stars have an ag~ of 
about 1 - 2 X 106 yrs so that about 20% of 
the core H-burning lifetime is not observed. 
This agrees with the empirical estimate by 
Wood and Churchwell (1989) that about 10-
20% of all 0 stars in the solar vicinity are 
embedded in molecular clouds, and therefore 
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only indirectly detectabie by their interaction 
with the surrounding medlUm. Only about 
106 yrs af ter the start of central H-burning, 
the circumstellar gas and dust become trans
parent and the star becomes visible. Since 
the fraction of 10-20% is com{>arable to or 
even greater than the total fractIOn of stars in 
post mam sequence stages, tbis point together 
with that of the photometric completeness of 
the data sets are crucial in the comparison 
of theore\ical models to the observed star fre
quencies [see also the discusssion by Tuchman 
and Wheeler (1990)) . 
The Star Counts. The star counts in 
different areas of the HRD of supergiant stars 
by Meylan and Maeder (1982) and Bertelli 
et al (1984) indicate that the deficiency of 
stars near the zero age main sequence (see 
&lso Vanbeveren 1987) for stars brighter than 
Mb = -8 likely exists in ot her luminosity 
intervals. In fact while 10-20% of the the
oretical lifetime ot a star is spent outside the 
main sequence band1 the star counts indicate 
that some 40% of the stars fall outside this 
region. In order to reconcile theory with 
observations, one may sU'ppose that either the 
data sets are severely blased by incomplete
ness and/ or selection effects or that the mam 
sequence band has to extend to at least the 
spectral type B9. The completeness of the 
star samples has bee addressed by Humphreys 
and McElroy (1984), who conclude that the 
sample of galactic iU'pergiants restricted to 
a distance of 3 Kpc from the Sun is photo
metrically complete for stars brighter than 
about Mb = -8. Various posssibie causes 
of main sequence widenins and/or changes 
in the core H-to He-burnmg lifetime ratio 
were suggested and investigated. These are 
mass loss bJ stellar wind, atmospheric effects 
on the stellar radius caused by mus loss, 
convective overshoot from the inner core (see 
below), underestimate of the classic al radia
tive opacity in the outer layers~ particularly in 
the region of the CNO ionizatlOn, and finally 
partially bidden core H-burning together with 
photometric incompleteness. The various hy
potheses were thoroughly discussed by Bertel
li et al (1984) with the conclusion that only a 
suitable combination of mass loss, convective 
overshoot, and opacity modifications could 
account for the observations. The effect on 
the morphology of the HRD were investigated 
by Nasi and Forieri (1990) with the aid ofthe 
synthetic HRD technique. 
The Extension of the Main Sequence. 
The observed width of the main sequence 
provides another parameter for the structure 
anq evolution of massive stars. Bertelli et 
al (1984) determined the width of the main 
sequence by counting stars across the HRD 
of the galactic supergIants, alternatively Mer-



milliod and Maeder (1986) fitted theoretical 
isochrones to the observed HRD of individ
ual clusters. Both conclude that the main 
sequence extends to early or even late B type 
stars in the upper HRDI so that man'y OB 
supergiants are still burnmg hydrogen m the 
core. Chiosi et al (1978), Bressan et al (1981), 
Bertelli et al (1984), and Maeder and Meynet 
(1987) argued that the observed shape ofthe 
mam sequence can be used to constram the 
amount of mass loss and efficiency of core 
overshoot in evolutionary models. 
Chemical Anomalies in Evolved Stars. 
On the basis of current understanding of 
massive stars it follows that the same area 
of the HRD tthe upper left corner in partic
ular ) can be populated by stars in different 
evolutionar~ stages. A large fraction of the 
brightest OB type stars can be more evolved 
than deduced for their position near the 
main sequence. This is substanciated by 
the observations of CNO processed and He
rich material at the surface of s01P,e of these 
stars. In fact, the group of OBN/OBC stars 
(Walborn 1988) and the He-rich objects close 
to the main sequence (Kudritzki et al 1983, 
1989; Bohannan et al 1986) are considered 
typical examples in addition to the WR stars, 
whose classic al interpretation is based on 
the exibition at the sunace of CNO and 3a 
processed material (see Chiosi and Maeder 
1986). 

l.DISCUSSION OF CURRENT EVOLU
TIONARY MODELS 

Semiconvection. In massive stars, radia
tion pressure and electron scattering_ oI>acity 
concur to make convection more likely to 
occur. As a consequence of this a large 
convective core is built surrounded by a large 
He-rich re6Î0n, which is potentially unstab1e 
to convectlon if the origmal gradlent in He 
abundance is left, but stabie if suitable mixing 
is allowed to take place. Theoretical models 
picture this region of the star to undergo 
sufficient mixing until the condition of neu
trality is restored, but to carry negligible 
energy flux. The gradient in He abundance 
depends on which condition is used to achieve 
neutrality, either Schwarzschild or Ledoux. 
The former condition tends to give more 
extended He gradients (and in some cases 
leads to the onset of a fully convective layer 
above the H-burning shell), whereas the latter 
tends to give a stee per chemical gradient 
without the appearence oBhe fully convective 
lone. It is worth recalling that the Ledoux 
criterion is a stronger condition favouring 
stability with res~ect to the Schwarzschild 
criterion. EvolutlOnary models with semi
convection were currently used to inter pret 
massive st~r before the prevailing effect of 
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mass loss by stelhr wind was fully appreci
ated. As originally pointed out by Chiosi 
and Nasi (1974) and fully investigated by 
Chiosi et al (1978), when mass loss is taken 
into account semiconvection almost entirely 
disappears. Further, semiconvection does 
no Ion ser occur if overshoot is adopted to 
determme the sÏle of the convective core. 
Over the recent years, as models with core 
overshoot and mass loss gave a bet ter inter
pretation of the global properties of massive 
stars, models with semiconvection were aban
doned. The occurrence of SN1987 A from a 
blue progenitor has provoked many questions 
and m particular a revival of models with 
semiconvection (Woosley 1988; Weiss 1989; 
Langer et al 1989). The basic requirement 
is that SN1987A has as progenitor a blue 
supergiant star (LogTeJ! = 4.0) of initial 
mass of about 20M0 and with significant 
enrichment of He and C /N elements at the 
sunace shortly before the explosion (see also 
Arnett et al 1989 for more details on the 
observatio\lal constraints for the SN1987 A 
progenitor). This means that either the 
progenitor star never underwent the red su
pergiant ~hase, as some models do under 
suitable clIcumstances, or that it followed 
a blue-red-blqe evolution and that the last 
excursion to the blue took place shortly af ter 
the central He-exhaustion. On one hand, 
evolutionary models living forever as blue 
supergiants cannot be safely used to inter
pret tne overall morphology of the HRD of 
LMC supergiants, on the other hand current 
models with core overshoot, mass loss, and 
chemical abundances in the range appropriate 
for LMC seem to terminate the core He
burning ph ase as red supergiants (cf. Maeder 
1990) without looping back to high Teil!. 
The new generation of stellar models wlth 
semiconvection penorm an extended loop to 
the blue supergiant region for suitable chemi
cal composltions (low metal content) and fine 
tuning of the semiconvective treatment. The 
use of the Ledoux criterion (Woosley 1988; 
Weiss 1989) in constant mass models leads 
to a blue progenitor. However, when mass 
loss is included, the final location occurs too 
early, i.e. central He-burnin~, in contrast 
with the observational suggestlon that the s
N 1987 Alrecursor was a red supergiants a few 
thousan years before the explosion. Models 
with a semiconvective treatment intermediate 
bet ween the Ledoux and the Schwarlshild 
criterion (Langer et al 1989) account for 
the blue 'progenitor, whereas mixins. induced 
by rotatlOn and mass loss by stellar wind 
in the previous phases secure He and C/O 
enrichment at the sunace. If on one hand 
the new semiconvective models may lead to a 
solution ofthe SN1987 A pUIzie, the lifetimes 
of the major nuclear phases (core H- and 



He-burnings) are not significantly different 
!rom thoae of the old ones, and t~e~ would 
run immediately into the same difficulties 
encountered by these latter in the interp_eta
tion of the global properties of the HRD 
of supergiant stars (main aequence width, 
star counts, etc.). Unless SN1987A is an 
exceptional event, the solution must be found 
having in mind that the aame evolutionary 
modeIS must account for the properties of 
this supernova as weil as of the population 
of supergiant stars (WR included). 

Mass Lo.. by Stellar Wind. In recent 
years, quantitative masa 1011 theory appli
cable to masaive early type stars has been 
developed (Castor et al 1975; Abbott 1982; 
Pauldrach et al 1986; Owocki et al 1988), 
which allows the calculatjQn of the mus loss 
rates for a given star. Self consistent modela 
in which tlie mus loss rate is the result of 
the physical pro{>erties of the stars rather 
than an aprion usumption are not yet 
available even if efl'orta liave b~n m(l.de in 
this direction (Langer and EI Eid 1990). The 
new theoretica! masaloss rates tend to predict 
a much lower decreue (a factor of 2 to 3) 
in the total masa of the star during ita main 
s~uence evolution with respect to previous 
estunates based on older theoreticalstudies or 
empirical estimates ofthe masalOll rates. No 
aatafactory stellar wind modela are available 
for yellow and red supergianta (see Lafon and 
Berruyer 1991 for a recent review of the sub
ject). All evolutionary model calculations are 
based on empirical masalOll rates formulated 
u functions of buic stellar parameters. The 
mOlt recent parameteruation of the masa loss 
rates of galactic stars all over the HRD is 
by de Jager et al (1988), which holds for 
stars !rom the main sequence to the latest 
spectral types. Suitable àependencies on the 
metallicity are of ten included to account for 
the fact that the mus 1011 rates are expected 
to decreue with the metallicity (see Maeder 
1990). The de Jager et al (1988) rates are 
however re{>laced by suitable formwations for 
the starsl~g in the HRD above the IO-called 
de Jager limit (the rate is increased to about 
10-3 M(dvr and the WR stars for which the 
formulation by Langer (1989a,b) seems to be 
particularly appropriate. It is worth recalling 
that according to current empirical masa 1011 
rates, mulÎve stars loae much more masa 
than with the theoretical masa 1011 rates, in 
~rticular during the core H-burning phue. 
The reuon of tlie diacrepancy is not known. 
The physical response of stellar modela to 
the actIOn of mus 1011 is generally well 
understood (see Chiosi and Maeder 1986). 
Convective Overshoot. The argument for 
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the occurrence of convective ovetshoot is that 
the traditional criteria for convective stabilitl 
look for the locus where the buoyancy acce
eration vanishes. Since it is very plausible 
that the velocity of the convective elementa is 
not sero at that layer, these will penetrate 
(overshoot) into regions that are formally 
stabie. If the physical ground of convective 
overshoot is simpIe, its formulation and effi
ciency are much more uncertain. Tbis refteds 
into the variety of solutions and evolutionary 
modela that have been proposed. Major 
contribution to tbis subject are br Shaviv and 
Salpeter (1973), Maeder (1975), Cloutman 
and Whitaker (1980), Bressan et al (1981), 
Stothers and Chin (1981, 1990), Matrab et 
al (1982), Dooml1982a,b;1985Y, Bertelli et al 
(1985), ba Run 1983, 1986), tanger (1986), 
Baker and Kuh uss (1987), Rensini (1987), 
Maeder and Meynet (1989, 1991) Aparicio et 
al (1990), Alongi et al (1991). In thoae studies 
the overshoot diatance at the edge of the 
convective core hu been proposed between 
sera and about 2 Hp (pressure scale height). 
As mOlt ofthe evolutionary resulta depen<l on 
the extension of the convective regions (cores 
and external envelopes), tbis uncertainty is 
critical. Since a generaUy accepted theory for 
overshoot is not yet av&ilable most of those 
studies seeked to conItrain the efficiency of 
overshoot by comparing parametrized modela 
with observations. Among others we reeall 
the following studies. Maeder and Mermilliod 
(1981) analysing clusters like the Pleiades 
noticèd that the main sequence extends to 
too briKht a luminosity to fit standard modela 
with Schwarsschild convection and se~con
vection (Brunish and Truran 1982a,bJ and 
suggested a certain amount of overshoot. 
Tliii result wu reinforced by Mazlei and Pi
gatto (1989) who showed that the sequential 
star formation invoked by Stothers (1985) to 
fit the Pleiades is not neceuary Ü overshoot 
modela are adopted. Further, Barbaro and 
Pigatto (1984) and ChiOli and Pigatto (1986) 
argued (or overshoot in the stars with mus 
in the range 1.5 - 2.2M0 by pointing out 
that while the base of the red giant branch 
is populated in clusters older than about 2 -
3 X 109 yr, the base of the red giant branch is 
not weil populated in clusters of age 1-2 x 109 

rr u ü in tbis mus range desenerate He-
19nition and He-ftuh were avol<led u they 
are for stars of higher mus, but in contrut 
with standard moilela. Barbaro and Pigatto 
(1984) and Bertelli et al (1985) suggested that 
overshoot could lead to larger core muses and 
hence non degenerate core He-i~nition wo 
in tbis range of stellar ages (initlal masaes). 
Further support .is given by the study of 



Andersen et al (1990) and Napiwotzki et 
al (1991) on the positIOn in the HRD of a 
few stars with weIl d~er~'ned Teff's and 
gravities. Chiosi et al 1989 have examined 
the keI LMC cluster G 1866 where the 
turn-off mass is 4 - 5M0 and convincingly 
shown that overshoot models fit beUer both 
the overall morphology of the HRD and the 
luminosity function of main sequence stars. 
Thls conclusion was also reinforced by the 
study ofthe Cepheid stars in the LMC cluster 
NGC2157 by Chiosi et al (1991), where it 
was shown that the use of overshoot models 
brings into agreement the evolutionary and 
puIsational maas of these stars. The need 
for convective overshoot in young galactic 
clusters has been discuued in ~reat detail by 
Mermilliod and Maeder (1986 and Maeder 
and Meynet (1987, 1988, 1989 to whom we 
refer. As already recalled die main argu
ment is the extension of the main sequence 
band which cannot be eaaily explained even 
including the effect of unresolved binary stars. 
Another way to seek evidence for or against 
models of maasive stars with overshoot (and 
maas loss) is to examine instead of single 
clusters, where stars are more or less coevall large samples like those shown in Figs. 1 ana 
2. ~he claim is that in order to account for 
the nu mb er of Band A type stars one must 
broaden the main sequence with convective 
overshoot. Bressan et al (1981) and Meylan 
and Maeder (1982) discussed the number of 
supergiants of vanous spectral types versus 
main sequence stars and argued that too 
many post main sequence stars are present 
compared to the main sequence stars. The 
suggestion was made that mass loss and co re 
overshoot could widen the main sequence 
band up to the spectral B2. Reconsidering 
thls problem, Bertelli et al (1984) concluded 
that in addition to mass loss and core over
shoot, also the opacity in the CNO ionization 
region should be increased in order to get a 
satisfactory agreeement between stars counts 
and theoretic&l lifetimes in various areas of 
the HRD. Since the completeness of the star 
samples and in particular undercounting of 
the main sequence stars (see the above dis
cussion of thls topic) may severely affect these 
conclusions, Naai and Forieri (1990) have 
performed simulations ofthe HRD diagram of 
galactic supergiants, in which not only mass 
lou, core overshoot and modified opacities 
were included (either separately or at the 
same time) but also the problem of incom
pleteness in the counts of main sequence stars 
waa carefully investigated. These simulations 
clearly indicate that even considering that a 
fraction (see Wood and Churchwell 1989) of 
main sequence stars are missing from the star 
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samples either by photometric incomplete
neu or intrinsic invisibility, core overshoot 
and opacity variations are neededJ whereas 
maas loss play a secondary role in thlS respect. 

Radiative Opacities. Many evolutionary 
calculations were carried out with the Cox
Stewart or Los Alamos opacities (Cox and 
Stewart 1965, 1970a,bj Huebner et al 1977). 
However ot her opacities were also used, e.g 
those by Carson (1976 unpublished). Cox's 
and Stewart's opacities are based on the 
hydrogenic atOmIC model, whereas Carson's 
opacitles rest on the hot "Thomas-Fermi" 
approximation. The two opacities are quite 
sliiiilar but for the region of the CNO ion
ilation where in the Carson opacity a pro
nounced bump is present. The Huebner et 
al. (1977) opacities do not possess this bump 
even if tliey are significantly higher than the 
old Cox-Stewart opacity in the same region. 
The use of the Carson opacity instead of the 
Cox-Stewart opacities had for effect an enor
mous enlargement ofthe main sequence which 
could extend all across the HRD in the range 
ofmost massive stars (Stothers 1976j Stothers 
and Chin 1977, 1978). Although Carson's 
opacities have been retracted (Carson et al 
1984), Bertelli et al (1984) have introduced an 
Opaclty bump in the cN'o ionization region 
of the Cox-Stewart opacity and studied the 
effects on the location in the HRD of models 
with core overshoot and mass loss. These 
models were particularly successful in ex
plaining the overall properties (main sequence 
extension, lifetimes, etc) of massive stars. 
However, since the existence of this bump 
was questioned by various authors, those 
models we re abandoned. Recently, I~lesias 
et al (1990) and Iglesias and Rogers P991) 
have presented new opacity calculations for 
populantion land 11 stars showing that a 
significant increase in the opacity (bump-like 
structure) is present. The comparison of the 
new opaclties with the one adopted by Bertel
li et al (1984) shows that the peak values 
are almost identical whereas the temperature 
at which the peak occurs is LogT = 5.80 
in Bertelli et al (1984) and LogT = 5.38 in 
Iglesias et al (1990). Although the suggestion 
advanced by Bertelli et al (1984) turns out to 
be correct, the difference in the peak tem~er
at ure is important as the evolutionary moi:lels 
are very sensitive to the opacity structure. 
Since in the new opacity by Iglesias et al 
(1990) and Iglesias and Rogers (1991) the 
bump is located further out in the star, we 
expect that stellar models will respond less to 
the opacity than in the model calculations by 
Bertelli et al (1984). Nevertheless, with the 
new opacities the stellar models will behave 



differently as compared to those in whic:h 
standard radiative opac:ities are adopted (see 
below). 

Genera! Remarks. In light of the above 
discusssion it seems that each evolutionar;r 
scheme is able to account for some but not all 
observational constraints at the same time. 
If the indusion of mass loss is generally 
accepted, whether overshoot shoulà be pre
ferred to semiconvection or whether a bump
like feature in the radiative opac:ity of the 
outermost layer of a star is real is not very 
dear. Since there seems to be some evidence 
for overshoot in the low and intermediate 
mass stars, very likely this will occur in 
massive stars as weU, even if the observational 
evidence is less dear. The great advantage 
with the overshoot models is the net increase 
in the core H-burnin~ lifetime, the lower ratio 
of co re H to Be-burnmg lifetime, the widening 
ofthe main sequence, and the much easier ex
position of nudearly processed material at the 
stellar surface either by mass loss or external 
mixing or both. The negative aspect with 
oversnoot models is that they are somehow 
reluctant to perform extended loops in the 
HRD for masses in the range 15 to 50 M0 
independently of the chemical composition, 
as sbown by the extensive calc:ulations of 
Maeder (1990) with different chemical com
positions. Alongi et al (1991) have shown 
that models of intermediate maas stars, in 
which both core and envelope overshoot are 
allowed to occur, perform wide loops in the 
HRD. Envelope overshoot takes place at the 
base of the convedive enveloP!l in the stages 
of core He-burning along the l1a,.aahi line. If 
tbis holds for massive stars too, lt is the kind 
of m9.dels we would like to have to account for 
the distribution of stars in the middle of the 
BRD. As far aa the opacity is concerned1 the 
calculations by Iglesiaa et al (1990) indlcate 
that the bump in the CNO ionisatlon region 
is realo Tberefore, these new opacities replace 
the old ones. 

2. NEW MODELS FOR MASSIVE STARS 

In tbis aection new evolutionary models with 
maas 1011 bI stellar wind, convective over
shoot both from the cent ral core and outer 
convedive envelope (when external convec-
tion occurs), and revised opac:ities are pre
sented. The mass loss rate is according to de 
Jager et al (1988) in all evolutionary phases 
below the de Jager limit, it is increased to 
1O-3 M0 /yr above the de Jager limit, and it 
follows the Langer (1989) prescription for the 
WR stages. Tbe radiative opac:ity is from 
Huebner et al (1977) correded according to 
Iglesias et al (1990) in the CNO ionisation 
region. Where appropriate, the opac:ity in-
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dudes the molecular contribution (Alexander 
1975' Alexander et al 1983; Bellel et al 
1989~. The nudear readion rates are by 
Caughlan and Fowler ~1988). In particular, 
their value for the Cl (a,1')0 16 reaction is 
adopted. Core overshoot 15 based on the 
formalism of Bressan et al (1981) with thc 
parameter Ac, whereas envelope overshoot is 
according to Alongi et al (1991) with the 
parameter Ae. The density inversion which 
usually appears in the outermost lal'ers of 
a star at high luminosity and low Tel I is 
inhibited by imposing that dlnp/dlnP ~ 
0, whic:h determlDes a suitable temperature 
gradient intermediate between the ädiabatic 
and radiative values in the region potentially 
affeded by the density inversion. Various 
chemical compositions have been adopted to 
braket the raI!8e ~panned b~ galadic and 
LMC stars. Finally, the effed of various 
combinations of the parameters Ac and Ae 
have been tested. A more detailed report of 
these results will be given elsewhere (Bertelli 
et al 1991). 

6 
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z-O.OOO Y-O.25 Ovenhool 
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Fig.-4 The HRD of mode16 with mlUa 1066 bi 
del,lar wind, .core and envelope overahoot, ana 
revued opacIty (aee the tezt for more detail
a). The thicle portiOn6 of the evolutionary 
,equence, are the Itagu of atationary He
burning in the loop. 



Fig.4 shows the HRD for models with chem
ical composition Y = 0.25 and Z = 0.008 
(appropriate for LMC), and overshoot pa
rameters Ac = 0.5 and Ae = 0.7. Limiting 
the discussion to the luminosity range -9 < 
Mb < -6 we notice the following points öl 
interëst. The main sequence band extends to 
Te/Js in t~e range 4.3 ~ LogTeJ1 ~ 4.4 thus 
encompassmg a large fraction oBhe blue stars 
!>f Fig.2. The core lIe-burning phase of stars 
~ the mass range .9-20M~ takes place partly 
m the re~ superglant re.8l0n and ~artly in a 
loop, WhlCh may extend to LogTe11 = 4.2. 
The ratio of the core He-burning lifetime in 
the red to that in the loop decreases from 0.5 
for the 12 M0 star to 0.2 for the 20 Me:; star. 
It goes without sa~ng that the morphology of 
the HRD varies Wlth Ac and Z. Independently 
of the metallicity, models with A = 1 ana 
Ae = 0.7 sp end the whole core He-burning 
phase along the Hayashi line. It is not 
known whether with a more eflicient envelope 
overshoot extended loops are possible. The 
study of Aparicio et al (1990) and Alongi 
et al (1991) suggest that Ac = 0.5 ought 
to be preferred. With this latter value for 
Ac, loops are missing for Z=0.02, whereas 
they occur at lower metallicities (the loop 
of a 15M0 star with Z=0.004 extends to 
LogTel I = 4.3). The effect of the opacities 
is more subtle. Since the opacity bUI!lp is 
related to the metallicity, its effect will be 
more pronounced for high Z, and will become 
less important at decreasing metallicity. As 
pointed out by Bertelli et al (1984) the most 
Important effect of this type of opacity is 
to widen the main sequence band. Models 
were calculated for a 20M0 star with solar 
composition which could extend the main 
sequence band all across the HRD (Bertelli et 
al 1984). It is clear that the new models can 
explain several properties of the HRD. First 
of all, they can account for the occurrence of 
blue and red supergiants at the same time. 
The convolution of regions in the loop where 
the stationary burning occurs (thick parts of 
the evolutionary tracks) naturally defines a 
ledge of blue stars in the HRD. Since these 
models r~semQle the old ones of Chiosi and 
Summa t1970) even if they greatly differ in 
the basic physics, the sug~estion made by 
Garmany and Fitzpatrick P990) to explain 
the blue ledge finds quantitative sUJ?port. 
There remains the I>!oblem of the stars In the 
Hertzsprung gap. The hypothesis of binary 
stars can be tested with ald of the synthetic 
HRDs. Bertelli at al (1991) find that the 
inclusion of 25% of binary stars does not 
appreciably alter the morpholgy of the HRD 
and, in particular, does not populate the_gap 
at the desired level. It is worth recalling 
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that the gap in the theoretical plane, when 
translated into the observational plane (see 
Fig. lof Fitzpatrick and Garmany (1989)), 
corresponds to Jl(B - V) = in the ran~e 0.10 
to 0.2 fairly close to the mean uncertamty in 
the colour excess intrinsic to the method used 
to deredden the stars. One may be tempted 
to conclude that in the case of the LMC 
HRD the many stars fallins. in the gap are 
the result of insuflicient preclSion in the con
version of aJ?parent magnitudes and colours 
into luminoslties and Tel IS. However, sin ce 
the HRD of galactic supergiants shows similar 
distribution of sta!!l most likely the gap is 
truly populated. vve would like to suggest 
an alternative exelanation. Looking at the 
star density distnbution of Fig.3, one may 
perhaps see two components: a monotonically 
decreasing distributlon resemblins the law at 
which stars obeyins the evolutlOnary rate 
of the core H-burnmg phase are expected 
to distribute in the HRD (see Bertelli et al 
1984), and an additional contribution in the 
range 4.05 ~ LogTel I ~ 4.25, which can be 
reasonably identified with stars in the loop 
of the core He-burning phase. It is plausible 
that the chemical composition is not the same 
for all stars in the LMC sample, roughly going 
from one third solar to s91ar. In such a 
case we may suggest the followin~ scheme. 
Stars with high metallicity give me to the 
main sequence widenin~ across the so-called 
gap up to say 4.0 ~ LogTe/l ~ 4.1, and 
contribute to part of the red supergiants. 
They will not loop back to high Tell. Stars 
of low metallicity do not contribu e to the 
main sequence widening (their main sequence 
band is in fact narrower)t but perform a loop 
during the core He-burnmg phase l spending 
part of their lifetime as red superglantl. The 
extern al mixing along the Hayashi line may 
increase the surface content of He and CNO
processed material as perha~ indicated by 
the anomalous abundances of the few stars 
for which data are available. The role of 
envelope overshoot in this scenario is not 
fully understood and deserves further analy
sis. Admittedly, this scheme is more complex 
than usually assumed and requires careful 
analysis, however it has many advanta~es 
over ot her more· simple interpretations. In 
our view, no scheme exists based on a sin
gle assumption (mass loss, semiconvection, 
overshoot, opacity) that is able to match all 
the constraints imp08ed by the observation
al data. Of the above four basic physical 
processes, convective overshoot and opacity 
perhaps play the dominant role. 
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